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With
Cayla Bellamy, Bassoon
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Friday, February 14, 2020, 7:30 p.m.
Great Hall, GBPAC
PROGRAM

UNI Symphonic Band
Justin J. Mertz, conductor

Symphonic Metamorphosis of Themes .................Paul Hindemith
by Carl Maria von Weber (1943/1972) (1895-1965)
4. March
trans. Keith Wilson

Heartland Verses (2019) .....................James M. David (b. 1978)
I. Flow, blue.
II. the dust of his wings

arr. Robert C. Cameron


INTERMISSION

UNI Wind Ensemble
Danny Galyen, conductor


A Dialogue of Self and Soul (2013) ................Jim Stephenson (b. 1969)
i. Allegro spirited
Dr. Cayla Bellamy, bassoon
Michelle Monroe, mezzo-soprano


 Masks and Machines (2015) .....................Paul Dooley (b. 1983)
III.

Yankee Doodle (1945) .........................Morton Gould (1913-1996)
trans. Lang

Stars and Stripes Forever (1896) ................John Philip Sousa (1854-1932)

UNI Symphonic Band
Justin J. Mertz, conductor

FLUTE
Jo Alexskiak
Cheyanne Chapin*
Timarie LaFoy
Bethany Olson
Kameron Reed

OBOE
Abbie Greene*
Caroline McReynolds
Alex Tjelmeleand^

BASSOON
Jessica Carlson
Abbie Hunt
Makayla Rasmussen*

CLARINET
Carly Drenth
Kara Gootee

SAXOPHONE
Anna Hanbeck
Molly Lappe
Kennedy Lewis*
Abbi Parcher
Alayna Ringsby
AnneMarie Tate
Daniel Wilkinson

TRUMPET
Kali Aissen*
Trey Blaser
Matt Kapka
Jonathon Kruger

UNI Wind Ensemble
Danny Galyen, conductor

FLUTE
Kim Abeyta*
Mackenzie Dugger
Elinor Johll
Laura Stanish
Meredith Tipping

OBOE
Kristin Rasmussen*
Julian Castillo
Alex Tjelmeland

CLARINET
Jose Calderon
Nathan Dickerson
Mikaela Dunn
Sarina Gretter
Ricky Latham
Angela Schwartz*
Ethan Staples
Glenn Zimmer*

BASSOON
Riley Andreasen
Nathan Joy*
Sophia Patchin

SAXOPHONE
Andrey Floryanovich*
Jacob Brandenburg
Tim Schmidt
Andrea Verburg

TRUMPET
Morgan Eadie
Kraber, Jacob
Kelley Meinen*
Abby Murdock
Brenda Sevcik
Jade Nuerhring

HORN
Joel Andrews
Dan Charette*
Madison Mohr
Irene Swanson

TROMBONE
Jack Frank
Augustus Geiger
Collin Krukow*
Michael Stow

EUPHONIUM
Terra Hill*
Aidan Shorey

TUBA
Donovan Klotzho
Aaron Manning

* Section Leader
+ Faculty Artist
^ Member of UNI Wind Ensemble assisting with tonight’s performance

TUBA
Adam Plautz
PERCUSSION
Zoey Cobb^
Alf Koh*
Nicole Loftus
Kane Olesen
Rachel Vaughan
Mack Vos^

HARP
Gretchen Bromwell+
Piano
Cameron Ballantyne

CONTRABASS
Nick Shellenberg

CONTRABASS
Michael Gedden

HARP
Gretchen Bromwell+

READER
Katy Hahn, UNI Theatre Faculty